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6-Bed Luxury Villa with Sea Views in Can Furnet, Ibiza €5.450.000

Security, Views, Entertainment and Space… Feel on top of the world in this 6-bed modern

design villa in the gated community of Can Furnet. The outdoor spaces are designed for

maximum pleasure around the pool and dining. Inside, you will find lots of glass, concrete,

whites, and chrome. From here you might never want to leave to one of your favorite beach

clubs on the island. The property has a club, which you eventually could convert as well

into a gym or private wellness area… We have included a few style renders to give an idea

of how to convert this property into a more rustic-style home…

The 427m2 property divided over 4 levels has 6 bedrooms with 4 en-suite bathrooms, plus

and extra bathroom. The semi-open plan kitchen has Corian surfaces and Liebherr

appliances. Although the property offers an elevator, there is also a mansion-style

luxurious stairway connecting the entrance with the indoor and outdoor living areas. Expect a property that is ready for all-year-round-living

with its underfloor heating and A/C throughout the house.

This property is all about entertainment… Think about an outdoor kitchen area, infinity…

Price: €5.450.000

Property taxes estimate: €0
Property ID: VI1077

Bedrooms: 6

Bathrooms: 5

Interior Size: 427m2

Plot Size: 1500m2
Terrace Size: N/A

Location: Ibiza
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6-Bed Luxury Villa with Sea Views in Can Furnet, Ibiza €5.450.000

Eivissa , Ibiza
Ibiza, the island's center of tourism, luxury yachts, A-list people and

clubs. All-year-round this is where one can find fine dining, people

watching from a nice terrace, shopping, having drinks… When

having teenage kids, or enjoying the wild life sometimes yourself, or

even just like to be here in winter times when the rest of the island

closes down, we strongly advise Ibiza surroundings.

Location

Long Term Rental Estimate (Annual)

Short Term Rental Estimate (Weekly or Monthly)

Community Cost (Monthly)

Maintenance Pool and/or Garden (Monthly)
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